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Anyone walking around
USF's St. Petersburg
campus can't miss them.
They're hanging from
nearly every light pole,
colorful reminders of what
might have been. Now, the
banners proclaiming the upcoming presidential debate are merely
wishful thinking. ,
St. Petersburg has been fervently
preparing for the arrival of President
Clinton and Republican challenger Bob
Dole on Oct. 9, but the city will have to
be satisfied with their number two men
instead.
A debate between Vice President AI
Gore and Dole.running mate Jack Kemp
at the Mahaffey Theatre should not be
viewed as a loss or a defeat, said USF
political science professor Darryl Paul. son. He expects an interesting evening .
with the two candidates, who are both re-

garded as able public speakers.
"Everyone is disappointed that (St. Petersburg didn't) get the presidential debate, but everyone is absolutely happy
that (the city was) selected," Paulson
said. "The vice presidential debate certainly will be a good debate."
But will anybody be paying attention
when the candidates and their entourages
·
arrive?
USF junior Alice Mann, a divorced
mother of two, said she has "a passing
interest" in the election and was not
aware, until recently, that Gore and
Kemp would be in town.
"I didn't even know about a debate
that was coming here," Mann said.
Now that she knows about it, Mann
said she will watch the Gore and Kemp
debate on television.
·
"I want to see what they do," she said.
Phil DiVece, president of the Society of
P~:ofessional Journalists' student chapter
at USF St. Petersburg, said that interest
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PREPARED: A/ Gore will defend the

last four years.

offensive.

Q. Who gets to attend the debate?
This is an area that is still uncertain. Equipment space requirements, security needs and other factors will determine seat availability. Most seats will go to the media and
the campaigns.

Q. Where will the candidates exchange blows?
In the Bayfront Center's Mahaffey Theater

Q. Will access to campus be restricted?
Expect questions from law enforcement officials when trying to·enter campus. Security check-points for vehicles
traveling to campus will be present on several streets.
Allow 30 additional minutes to get to campus.

USF'sJohn
Ogden casts a
SeaWeb.
S.EE PAGEl.

PRIMED: jack Kemp will be on the

· Please see DEBATE page 6.

Q. When is the vice presidential debate?
Wednesday, October 9th, 9 p.m.

Q. Will classes be held the day of the debate?
Classes scheduled for 5 p.m. or after will be canceled. All
campus facilities and buildings will close at 5 p.m.

For an update
on campus
construction
SEE PAGEl.

BY BAIRD LEFrER
_
~lEST S1: 'T
Q. Is parking for students, staff and faculty limited?
Parking will be blocked off on many of the streets surrounding campus beginning at 5 a.m. on debate day. All
five. USF lots will provide unrestricted parking_- parking
hang-tags will not be needed to park - but all other parking regulations will be enforced.

Q. Do volunteer opportunities exist for students?
Yes. Check out the information board in the student organizations area of the Campus Activities Center for avail~ble positions, or cai1974-VOTE.
Q. Where can up-to-the-minute information be 9btained?
Check out USF's web page at http://www/stpt.usf.edu/1ibraty.debate~6/debate.html , or call Deborah Kurelik,
USF's public information officer, at 893-9160.

End is in sight, but improvements are just beginning
w;.;_

USF St. Petersburg
continues to construct
plans for change.
Stephanie Shreve
Nest Staff
Everyone should be grateful that the potential tire ripping, suspension snapping
crater at the alley entrance to the Tavern
parking lot will be no more, thanks to the
re-paving project. (The lot was some of the
most mountainous terrain in St. Pete.) But
those who are frustrated with the mud and
dust will be glad to know the project, which
includes improvements to the CAC East lot,
will be complete in two weeks. Stripes,
lights and landscaping are the only remaining e lements, according to USF St. Petersburg Architect Jim Grant.
The $146,000 improvement project, financed with decal funds, was delayed due to
legal issues, including the negotiation of
cross-easements with Bayboro Books, Grant
said. The bookstore and Tavern on the
Green gain convenient locations for their 20
reserved spaces, and with the ability to reconfigure the lot, the university gains 30
spaces. Parking will increase by five spaces
in the CAC East lot. And growth won't end
there.
The historic Snell and Williams Houses
will add charm to the campus and will be a
"destination" for the community. Although
these projects are being funded by a
$400,000 grant from Florida's Historic
Preservation Department, "we don 't have
enough money to complete the interiors of
both buildings," Herman Brames, USF St.
Petersburg's director of finance said. "We're
still struggling to find that." The university
did not get $140,000 in additional funds it
hoped for from Historical Preservation to
complete the interior rehabilitation.
Bayboro Hall (the old library) will be
open for the Summer '97 semester. The Admission, Registrar and Record Departments.
will flank either side of the entrance, and the
wider corridors will alleviate jams the first
week of classes, Brames said. The Dean's
Office and the Computer Center, which will
feature upgraded equipment, will be located
on the second floor. The Counseling and
:~m~r
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Career Center will also relocate to the renovated building, increasing available classroom space in Davis Hall by at least onethird.
Criteria for the Pediatrics Research Center
has already been developed and construction will begin in February 1998. The
50,000-square foot facility will be located
on the southwest corner of Sixth Avenue
and Fourth Street South. It is being built in
concert with All Children's Hospital, who
will contribute $6 million, which the State
will match.
The construction timetable for the $5.1
million Teaching Enhancement Center will
parallel that of the Pediatrics Research Cente(, At half the size, however, it will open
first. The facility, which will offer cross-discipline training for area teachers, will be sit. uated on the grassy area next to the Fountain Inn, Grant said.
The Bayboro Streetscape Projec~ a partnership formed to make overall improvements to the Bayboro Harbor District, includes USF, the City of St. Petersburg, the
Poynter Institute, Bayfront Medical Center,
All Children's Hospital, Florida Progress
and the Dali Museum. Third Street will be
narrowed to two lanes and landscaped between Fifth and 11th Avenue South. The
plans incorporate safety crossings, bike
paths, underground utilities and overhung
street lights.
The YWCA's Child Care Center is no
longer a state project, Grant said, but is still
planned for construction on city property
across from the Pediatric Research Center
site.
The university's master plan calls for turning city streets falling within campus boundaries into a pedestrian mall within the next
five years. The conversion will serve to
unify the campus and eliminate a number of
street crossings. Tree-lined sidewalks will
be wide enough to provide access for emergency vehicles, Grant said. A fountain,
planned at the bend in front of Davis Hall
and the future Bayboro Hall, will serve as
an axis and focar point for the promenade.
Ultimately, we will be parking in a garage
and the Tavern lot will be filled with classroom buildings. Meanwhile, over the next
three years, expect the USF St. Pete campus
to grow and mature gracefully, if not a little
dusty at times.
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PHOTO BY STEPHANIE SHREVE

STAR STEPS: A cupola is being added to the top of the Williams House to help complete its
restoration.
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BRING YOUR BOOTS: Dirty detours on campus should be ending with the completion of
parking lot construction.

Ogden's 'Gumption'
gets him far _
John Ogden, USF professor and director of
the Florida Institute of Oceanography,
plunges into life.
M. Kusek

known as. Ute Marine Science Initiative, designed to raise the profile of the oceans in .
the media. It is sponsored by the private
Pew Charitable Trusts' Marine Conservation
John Ogden's resume reads like a Forrest
Initiative in Philadelphia.
Gump novel. Just when it seems as if he's
done it all, reading on reveals that he's done
"Travelling's one of my favorite parts of
the job," said Ogden, who just returned from
even more.
His latest venture will take him to various
Berlin and the United Kingdom. He routinely travels all over
U.S. cities a few
the world as part of
days each month to
his long-time inconduct public relavolvement with
tions exercises such
coastal tropical
as press conferences
ocean research.
and radio shows,
"I feel I'll take
travels that will
away a lot from the
boost his already imSeaWeb experience
pressive cache of
that I can bring
frequent flyer miles.
home to Aorida,"
Ogden, director of
said Ogden, who rethe Aorida Institute
-John Ogden, director of the Florida
cently did a fullof Oceanography
Institute-of Oceanography
court press confer(FlO) and USF biolence with the naogy professor, was
tion's top media representatives in New York
just named one of four spokespeople for
SeaWeb, a national program formerly
and Washington, D.C. He focused his talk
Kristen

Nest Staff

"If we wait for the
facts, we're going to
wait too long.
We need to do
something."

Personalized,
computerized study
plans, tailored to
your individual
needs .

-

Highly trained, ·
expert teachers
who know the tests
inside and out.

on critical marine '
issues like overdevelopment, overfishing
and overpopulation
- problems that
continually hammer
Aorida's coast.
"The public doesn't really have a
close relationship
with the oceans,"
Ogden said, but understanding the
ocean ecosystem's
"goods and services"
beyond fishing and
recreation is critical
to their survival.
"The goal of SeaWeb is to simply
bring the issues up,"
he said. He pointed
to the September 17,
1996, issue of The
New York 'Times as
early evidence of
SeaWeb's success in
heightening public
awareness by helping
journalists focus on
the critical ocean isLIFE SAVER: John Ogden's mission is to heighten awareness of critisues. One of the top
. cal ocean issues.
~cience stories was
of New York and D.C. to help smooth the
"Fierce Debate Erupts over Degree of Peril
way so he and the other spokespeople could
Facing Ocean Species."
talk to the "right" people, he said. They also
'-'It's a public relations exercise, not a sciconduct polls, such as one which found
entific exercise,'' Ogden said about his SeaWeb involvement. SeaWeb also hired two
Please see OGDEN page 5.
top environmental public relations firms out

Proven methods,
guaranteed to _raise
your score.
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A week of infamy for Bob Dole
Recently, before giving a speech, a
politician stumbled and fell knees first
into the dust in Chico, California. "I
guess you could say I fell for Chico," he
said afterward.
No, the unlucky man was not Gerald
Ford, well known for his clumsiness. It
was Republican presidential candidate
Bob Dole.
That same day, a politician visiting
Chaminade College preparatory high
school in the San Fernando Valley tried
to deter students from drug use with a
catchy little phrase: "Just don't do it."
Don' t worry. Nancy Reagan is neither
running for office nor did she decide to
refashion her infamous idiom, "Just say
no." The new quote was uttered by Bob
Dole, and one has to hope he didn't
labor too hard to come up with it.
Addressing those same students at
Chaminade, a politician lashed out at
Hollywood, making it a target of his bitter anger. But such contempt for the arts
from him was nothing new, for he had
attacked the film industry on numerous
occasions. The American public had
heard it all before.
No, we need not fear secret blacklists,

devious witch hunts and endless Senate
hearings. Not yet anyway. The speaker
was not that haunting, political specter
from the past. It was not a resurrected
Sen. Joseph McCarthy. It was Bob Dole ·
again, criticizing the themes of several
movies he finds
distasteful.
A week like this
can really rock
one's perception of
time and history.
If nothing else, it
can certainly give
those following the
Dole campaign a
serious case of political deja vu. And
this is too bad,
considering many
feel we need a
leader with some new ideas to launch us
into the next century.
Sadly, to the chagrin of Dole, the week
and the campaign rolled on. As it did, so
did his woes.
He was just trying to "add some mirth
to the mix," Dole spokesman Nelson
Warfield said, trying to cover for his

boss. Warfield's nose probably grew a
little longer as he continued. "I think he
was just using the well-known Dole
wit."
What happened?
Dole recently said his campaign "was
going to be like
(Hideo) Nomo," a
major-league
pitcher who threw
a no-hitter the
night before. ''I'm
going-to pitch a
no-hitter between
now and November 5," Dole said.
"The Brooklyn
Dodgers had a
no-hitter last
night."
In truth, the
Dodgers haven't played in Brooklyn
since 1958, some 38 years ago. Nomo
plays for the Los Angeles Dodgers.
No doubt, the week ending September
22 was a bad one for Dole, a candidate
who may feel that since quitting the Senate he can't win, because he literally has
nothing to lose.

No, Nancy Reagan is
neither running for
office nor did she
decide to refashion
_her infamous idiom,
"Just say no."
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Kemp and
Gore won't
be a .bore

1

.,

Todd
Mendenhall
a ;;;,..q '"»'"'I Nest C olumnist

Unnecessary disappointment has
spread throughout St. Petersburg because President Clinton and Bob Dole
won't be participating in the Oct. 9 debate. I say unnecessary because a vice
presidential debate can be more exciting
than a presidential one for several reasons.
In recent history, the handlers of the
presidential candidates have cautioned
their candidate to avoid controversy,
stay c~m and attempt to look "presidential." Vice presidential debates have
been the forum where the gloves come
off, and they go after each other. In this
unconstrained atmosphere, we are more
likely to see the fundamental differenCes
in the ideas of the two parties.
We have two strong candidates to
choose between. AI Gore and Jack
Kemp are considered to be the brightest
stars of their parties. Both hard-working
men are already considered front runners for the presidential nomination in
2000.
AI Gore is a popular ex-senator from
Tennessee. His im;1ge as a social conservative helped the Democrats take the
White House from an incumbent Republican for the first time since FOR
defeated Herbert Hoover. As vice president, he headed a committee to reinvent
government and recommended several
reforms to cut red tape. Always a
staunch environmentalist, Gore was
calling for a strong global approach to
environmental issues long before it was
popular.
Gore is not known as a particularly
exciting speaker, but his team is in the
lead, so all he must convey is the ability
to step in as president if that shouJd1;e
necessary.
Jack Kemp is an ex-congressman
from New York who helped usher in the
Reagan Revolution. He sponsored the
Kemp-Roth tax-rate reduction bill,
which was the center piece of Reagan's
economic program.
Kemp joined the Bush Administration
as Secretary of Housing and Urban Development where he attempted many
exciting and innovative reforms. Enterprise zones, for example, which encourPlease see MENDENHALL page I 0.
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It's 1996 and Windows 95
is not going away
David Rissler
Nest Columnist
I'm hearing it everywhere: "I refuse to
bother with Windows 95; it's too complicated."
Actually, nothing could be farther from ·
the truth. These apprehensions are manifestations of the all too common "fear of
change." One figures, "Hey, I can
get my work done
in Windows 3.1,
why mess up a
good thing?" One
might well say "I
don't need a car;
I've got two legs."
Combine the
Pentium processor's speed with
Windows 95 and
you'll appreciate
using the new 32 bit applications. You
need Windows 95 in order to run these
applications. The older Windows 3.1 handles information in the 16 bit format. This
means that only. half of the commands can
be executed simulatanously by the Central
Processing Unit (CPU).
To the computer user this means speed:
the po~er to run Microsoft Office, CDROM games and Internet applications
smoothly without running into any of
those annoying "out of memory" or "general protection fault" errors that riddle us
in Windows 3.1.
Did I mention the wizards? Windows
95's use of wizards brings the power of
computing into the hands of "newbies."
These wizards direct us through the daunting tasks of adding new software, hardware, and configurations to our PC.
Gone are the days of having to know
DOS - and having to understand the
anatomy of computer circuitry to make
needed upgrades. In fact, often Windows
95 identifies the new hardware and soft-

ware and confirms that the user wants this
added to the system.
·
It is important to note that in order to
enjoy this ease of compatibility, one must
strive to buy only Windows 95 software
and "plug and play" hardware. These
standards are necessary for the wizards to run correctly. Another
asset to the new
user is the "Help
Wizard." When
you get stuck the
"Help Wizard"
guides you step
by step through
the trouble spots.
Windows 95 is
the ultimate
Graphical User Interface (GUI). Files are
stored in file folders that appear in picture
form on the computer screen. Files can be
moved from folder to folder, and new
folders can be created. These actions are
performed by clicking the mouse on a file
and "dragging" it to a chosen location:.
Have you ever wanted to save a file
with a name yol! might be able to remember like "letter to morn." Forget it in Windows 3.1 where you are lifr\ited to something like "momlettl." Windows 95 will
allow up to 255 character file names,
that's a whole paragraph for some of us!
Pop in a Dave Matthews Band CD and
automatically the music starts playing.
This is another great feature of Windows
95. It senses the CD being there and
knows that you want it to be played.
These are just a couple of examples of
the intuitive nature of Windows 95 . It's
designed to make our daily computer
work less painstaking. It's almost as if the
computer is workingfor us instead of
against us.

These apprehensions are manifestations of the all too
common "fear of
change!'

the public prefers learning about ocean issues over space exploration issues by a
ratio of 4: I.
"The buzz word (or phrase) is adaptive
management," he said. "We need to look
at coastal management issues from a scientific perspective." SeaWeb focuses on the
coasts because they suffer first from human
impact.
"Coastal ocean management is an art
form," Ogden said. It depends upon scientific information from the lab, but also relies upon public understanding and knowledge so the problems do not worsen while
scientists crank out the numbers.
Facts are important, Ogden said. ~'But if
we wait for the facts, we're going to wait
too long. We need to do something."
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Ogden's spiraling involvement in ocean
policy and research began in 1964 as an
"accidental career move." A Stanford University graduate student doing population
studies, he took a trip on a 135-foot research vessel across the Indian Ocean on a
trip that lured him to study the oceans for
the rest of his life.
Like Forrest, life's peculiar twists combined with Ogden's "gumption" and diligence have written him quite a resume
since then. Besides directing FlO, he serves
as advisor to the U.S. EPA on ecosystem
management of coastal areas, and as president of the International Society for Reef
Studies. He's also a board member of the
World Wildlife F1,1nd, the secretary of Commerce's science appointee to the Advisory
Council of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary, and he is affiliated with numerous other non-governmental conservation organizations.
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Education where do
the parties stand?
Both vice presidential candidates can be
expected to claim they represent the
education party during the debate.
Scott T. Hartzell
Nest Editor
We've waited so long to hear, and now
we know.
No, it won't be the presidential candidates who'll be squaring off, but it wilJ be
AI Gore and Jack Kemp -two men who
may very well be asked to lead their party
when election year 2000 roils around.
What may Gore and Kemp discuss during the debate on Oct. 9 when the subject
of education comes up?
Expect to hear some of this.
Under Clinton/Gore, the Democrats have
initiated the Direct Lending Program,
which offers college students the availability of "flexible repayment options, including pay-as-you-earn plans," said a release
from local Democratic headquarters.
Direct Lending and Pell Grants may be
discussed at the debate. During their administration, Clinton/Gore have increased the
Pell Grant to $2,470 and proposed another
increase to $2,700 for 1997. Gore might
want America to know all this.
Gore might also focus on AmeriCorps, a
creation of the Clinton/Gore team which
gives students an opportunity to gamer college money by serving America locally and
·
nationally.
Another topic of conversation might be
the president's proposed HOPE Scholarship
Plan, which he hopes will make the first
two years of coilege as available as high
school. Clinton and Gore are also proposing up to a $10,000 per year tax reduction
for college tuition and training.
Finally, Gore probably will mention the
Information Superhighway. Democrats
plan to link every classroom and library to
it by the year 2000.
"Our challenge is to provide Americans
with the educational opportunities we need

DEBATE
continued from page .I.
- - - - -- - - - - - - - -- in the debate has remained high despite
the event's uncertainties.
"At this point, since it's been changed
from ... presidential to vice-presidential,
everything just seems to be in flux," DiVece said.
He added that the change from Clinton
vs. Dole to Gore vs. Kemp has not necessarily been a disappointment.
"I think it's going to attract just as
much media (attention). There'll be peopie from all over the country (here). So
in that respect, I think it's still going to
be a pretty exciting event," DiVece said.
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for a new century," Bill Clinton has said.
What about Kemp and the Republicans?
They say that "while Clinton offers more
bureaucracy, Bob Dole offers more -choices,
more parental involvement, more teacher
involvement and less bureaucracy." Kemp
should be thumping this.
According to a Sept. 8 article appearing
in the St. Petersburg Times, "Dole bemoans
the dropout rate, promotes disciplinary
codes and vows he won't be strong-armed
by 'militant teacher's unions."'
Kemp might tout Dole's Fight or Flight, a
program designed to give parents the opportunity to remove their children from
drug and violence plagued schools.
If they are mentioned, Kemp will go
thumbs down on National History Standards, which Republicans say, "suggest we
teach our children our worst historical moments, while ignoring our many great
achievements as a nation."
But you can almost expect a lecture on
vouchers, Bob Dole's big education plan to
aid low and middle-income families.
Vouchers work like this.
The federal government would give $500
to families of elementary school students
and $750 to families of high school students. States would match those funds. Parents could then search out a private school
of their choice, and use these funds to help
pay for it.
Dole spoke about vouchers while campaigning recently in Ohio, referring to
Chelsea Clinton's attendance at Sidwell
Friends School. "We (Republicans) believe
that same choice ought to be available to
everybody. Anybody's children ought to
have the choice to go to the best school
possible."
-Information obtained from county Democratic and Republican headquarters and
the St. Petersburg Times.
The debate is co-sponsored by USF,
the St. Petersburg Times, the city of St.
Petersburg and the St. Petersburg/Clearwater Area Convention Center & Visitor's Bureau. The vice-presidential debate is sandwiched in between the two
presidential debates, which take place on
Oct. 6 in Hartford, Conn. and in San
Diego on Oct. 16. St. Louis was denied
the opportunity to host a debate after
submitting a bid along with the other
cities chosen.
While the Gore and Kemp match-up
may not be the ideal event that organizers
had wished and planned for, it beats the
alternative.
"It's better than being St. Louis and
being shut out completely," Paulson said.

S~ the ttansformation of ~'2i£!(19:s~lit'Mabaffey Theater into. a massiv~
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Tours start on the 2nd level of the
at the building entrance. Free. Call 825-3333
for additional information.
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POLmCAL CARTOONS • MONDAY, OCT. 7

C-Span and n~ WarperJGq~~@~ps ~~~ sponsor this student
..Critical Viewing Workshop"';~U,[e~ine the manipulation of the televisiq"'
used to affect the perception, of the 1Y Viewer. Dr. John Splaine, a consultant to C-Span
and university professor, will lerul~ interactive program. Free. Davis 130, 2 p.m.
Tickets are required, cal189J..9842.for reservations.
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Once again Dr, Splaine will con(l:uiJf:IUS·,:tCritical Viewing Workshop.
audience will be faculty and;;o®~!~(iiygators: Free. Davis 130, 9 a.m. Seats are•llrtti.ted~.
call 893-9842 for tickets.
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POYNTER WORKSHOPS '•~TUESDAY, OCT. 8

sc~ssion and debate symposium:
faculty from the Ethics Center
cal issues ofleadership and cbali~~ to democracy. Free. Begins at 10 a.m:
Ethics Center. Call 553-3172
liservations and more information.

far

OPEN MINGLING • WEDNESDAY, OCT. 9
this open house, socialize with the
Hang out at the Poynter Institute
on writing, ethics, leadership

faculty and pick

Sp.m.

journalism. Free.
H=
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Revenge can be sweet.
And funny.
Scott T. Hartzell
Nest Editor

on't ever doubt it; Hollywood has a knack for
snatching up age-old themes and re-packilging
them into contemporary films. Many times Tinseltown does this with amazing success.
Numerous examples exist. Two come to mind.
Over 50 years ago, Katharine Hepburn wrapped herself in
an armor of female strength and battled Spencer Tracy in
Woman of the Year. Jane Fonda, Lily Tomlin and Dolly Parton challenged Dabney Coleman some 40 years later in 9 To
5. Now director Hugh Wilson unites Bette Midler, Diane
Keaton and Goldie Hawn in another comedic, vengeful battle of the sexes - The First "Wives Club.
Brenda (Midler), Annie (Keaton) and Elise (Hawn) are a
tight trio. Bonding in college only to drift apart afterward to
devote their lives to marriage, the three are brought back together when a former friend suicides herself after losing her
husband to another woman.
The three ladies grieve. They mock the husband for showing up at the funeral with his young catch. They lunch. But

D

PARAMOUNT P1C1URES

FEMME FATALES: (Left to right) Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn and Bette Midler enjoy revenge in The First Wives Club.

nothing brings them closer than when they discover their
common ground: All three have been cast aside by their husbands. Together, they decide to fight back.
Someone once said it is more noble to forgive than to revenge an injury. To that, Brenda, Annie and Elise would say
shove it- in harmony. This is the mindset that makes The
First Wives Club work. It's today and it's funny, mostly because of its tripie"barreled, starring cast.
Watching Midler is a cinematic feast. Reminiscent of her
Oscar-nominated work in The Rose and For the Boys, the
Divine Miss M endows her character with a biting sarcasm
and an arrogant prance. Yes, it's a farniHar act, but it still
works.
Oscar-winner Keaton (Annie Hall) proves again she's one
of the sagest female performers on screen. At times, she'll
lower her head and shyly drag her chin into her neck, displaying 'that unequaled Keaton style. Moments later, she'll
bust into a high brow conversation as if she holds a Ph.D. in
n)Jclear physics.
Hawn thrives no matter what she does. The one-time
Oscar nominee (Private Benjamin) and one-time_Oscar winner (Cactus Flower) has made a living being cute and funny.

She does it again as EHse, an egomaniacal a~tor who fights
her age with plastic surgery and soothes her sorrow with alcohol.
Several surprise cameos and the appearance of two-time
Oscar winner Maggie Smith, as well as Ed Wood's Sarah
Jessica Parker, add to the talent of Midler, Keaton and Hawn.
But is The First "Wives Club a fLrSt-rate film? It could be if
not for a couple of problems.
Editor John Bloom earned Oscar nominations for The
French Lieutenant's Woman and A Chorus line, and he won
an Oscar for his work on the epic Gandhi. On Wilson's First
"Wives, he repeatedly loses his touch, and some sloppy editing is the result.
Finally, more than halfway through the film, our trio of
first wives become confused and question what they're
doing. At the same time, screenwriter Robert Harling's (Steel
Magnolias) story seems to lose sight of where its going.
Viewers will begin to wonder, too.
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TRY OUR NEW DINNER SELECTIONS
Thursd11y 11nd Frid11y until 8 pm

TAMA~IND TRE~
Good TowardS

BEER, WINE,
,.~ IMPORTS,
PIZZA, WINGS,
a 'r" w,..'l"~Y""',..

5501 GULF BLVD
Sf. PETE BEACH
rebind Silas Dents ,,..
Open late 7days

hearty tleli sandwiches, anti homemade soups or veggie chili. We also offer exciting
menu items including our own vegetarian lasagna, spinach rolls, ant/taco salads.
Wine anti micro-brewed beers available.

360-4462
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For the adventurer- Myakka River State Park
The 28,875 acre park is the escapist's escape.
Cary Wimer
Nest Staff

Pack up the books (those assigned readings can wait) and break away from the
computer (the Internet will always be
there). Load the cooler with plenty of
beverages and pack a lunch. Plan a road
trip for the day or overnight to Myakka
River State Park.
The Myakka River State Park, the
largest state park in
Florida, is located
9 miles east of
Sarasota on
S.R. 72.
A picturesque
canopy of pines,
oaks and palms
line the park road,
welcoming visitors.
Admission is only
$2 per vehicle, and the park is open fiom
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily.
The Myakka River flows through 12
miles of the 28,875 acre park and its pristine wilderness. When canoeing on a hot
day, the water may look inviting, but be-

ware - the Myakka River is inhabited
with alligators (don't tip the canoe!)
Out on the river, navigating through the
marshy waterways, alligators glide silently
through the water, swimming sometimes
underneath the canoe. It's an amazing
feeling to share the same water space with
these reptiles.
Canoes can be rented for $10 for 2
hours, $18 for half a day, and $25 for a
full day (a driver license and $30 deposit
is required).
Also available is
an airboat ride that
includes a talk
about the park's
ecology.
Fishing is a popular pastime at the
park. Bass, bream,
and catfish can be
found in the freshwater. A boat ramp is located on Upper
Myakka Lake in the middle of the park.
For the naturalist who travels along the
nature trails or in a canoe, great blue
herons, turkey vultures and great egrets
can be seen. The beautiful creatures, how~

It's an amazing
feeling to share the
same water space
with these reptiles.

PHOTO BY CARY W IMER

COOL CANOPY: A picturesque canopy of trees await visitor at Myakka River State Park.
ever, can be spotted easier in the bird
watch area.
Deer, raccoons and rabbits are some of
the many animals that inhabit the park.
If you're spending the night, there are
two campgrounds offering spacious,
shaded sites (the ground is hard, bring an
air mattress). For the adventurous
camper, primitive campsites are located on
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Gaslight Deli
& Sandwich Shop

T~vtrH

Seroing Dmmtuwn St. Pete jrT 15 )TS

frtt pit~r of iJIId 01' iJIId liftl

Dine In • Take Out • Delivery

1sc ~,~ft,&, w;fJ.\ you,r Tll~erK ct.p
Every 'rk"rsd'y 't T'verK

Ck~cft.. Gt.t
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DAILY SPEaALS
Breakfast & Lunch
Subs • Soups • Salads

tke C::reeK

the nature trails. Rustic log cabins are also
available for those who need inore pampering. Camping fees vary from $3 to
$11. Cabins are more expensive-$55 a
night
Be sure to bring insect repellent and
sunscreen. Relax and enjoy some of the
good stuff in life. For more information
call (941) 361-6511.
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WAVE RUNNERRENTALS
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Espresso • Cappuccirw • Gourmet Coffee
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with ID
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A Special Place
Imported Beer...
Wines ...
Great Food

44 Coffin stands
46 Well-known electronics company
1 - - paper
6 Cut
47 - - ear
11 String of beads
48 Exchanged words
13 Berated
50 Wide's partner
15 Italian food
51 Bowling ball
16 "60 Minutes" host
material
17 Linguistics suffix 53 Scholarly
18 Cotton cloth
55 Periods of time
20 Part of BMOC
56 Brownish pigments
21 Time periods
57 Know the - 23 Tennis term
58 Gives a signal
24 Slang for fires
DOWN
25 The Flintstones'
pet, et al.
1 Polishing cloth
27 Statement term
28 Baseball hall-of- 2 Old Italian capital
tamer, - - Irvin 3 Prefix for gram or
graph
29 Military gestures
4 Drop into water
31 Soils
5 Lamprey fisherman
32 Greek statesman
6 Like a snake
34 Greek island
7 Prison section
36 Leveling devices
8
Building wing
39 Baseball MVP of
9 Unyielding
1961
10 Takes back, as a
40 - - forma
statement
41 Piano seat
11 Belief
43 Mr. Kazan
ACROSS

. ...

1swers to this cro~rd ,~ ~'
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650 Corey Avenue
St. Pete Beach
360-4104

12
13
14
19
22

Angry outbursts
Low, wet land
Stupid
Grouped closely
Hospital convalescence rooms
24 Supporting undergannents
26 Hangs ten
28 Ways of conducting
oneself
30 God of the sky
31 Ike's i nitials
33 Piano keys
34 Quality
35 South American
river
37 --nail
38 Musical pieces
39 Distributed
40 Forest inventory
42 Ancient harps
44 College in Maine
45 Type style
48 --one's tjme
49 Formal fight
52 Siesta
54 Short for Deoxyribonucleic acid
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It's about time!
Diane McKinstry
Guest Columnist

It is now five weeks into the semester.
Has your study schedule developed into a
routine that will help you keep on time
with assignments and let you get well prepared for exams? Or are you just b,eginning to realize that it's time to get serious
about this semester's work and catch up on
your reading?
Although almost a third of the semester
is over, it's not too late to work out a study
plan that will make a difference in your
grades in December and to your peace of
mind during the next 11 weeks.

Good time management is one of the
most important strategies for handling
stress in college.. Aithough some students
maintain that they "work best under pressure," concentration and retention are actually disrupted when one's anxiety level is
too high.
Consider the following ideas as you develop a plan to stay current with assignments this semester:
• Develop a calendar for the semester
.that lists all dates for reading assignments,
exams; paper and project deadlines. Use
this to set weekly study goals. Construct a
reasonable time table for completing complex assignments by breaking up large projects into smaller, more manageable tasks.
• Draw up a weekly schedule that in-

Working on the
unwashed car
There are three kinds of people in this
world: those who pay to have their car .
washed, those who have the ambition to
do it themselves, and those who have
neither the money nor the desire to do either.
Someday, I hope to join the first group.
I can't imagine it getting much better than
climbing into a magically cleaned car
every morning. I know that kind of thing
happens bec·ause it used to happen to my
underwear when I lived with my monuna
in Tennessee. Every week my drawers
were clean, neatly folded and put away.
Maybe if I moved back in with my parents the car thing would happen too.
Anyway, the second group of people,
those who clean their cars themselves,
baffle me. Every weekend, before the
dew is off the ground, they attack their
automobiles armed with green buckets,
peanut-shaped sponges and turtle wax.
They scrap and scrub the poor automobile
down to the Bond-0, and after spending
the better part of the morning washing
and polishing; they attack the poor car
with Amour All and Grease Away.
I'm not sure I even want to touch these
things, much less spray them where I sit
for an hour each day. My butt would get
all slick, and I'd probably slide out of my
seat all day at work.
My friend David washes his car to
relax. I think if he washed my car, I
would relax too. If you are interested in
his address, give me a call. Together we
can make him the most relaxed guy in the
world. That's just the kind of friend I am.
The thing that confuses me about these
diligent car washers is how the heck they
know what a chamois is, much less how
to use the dam thing. It reminds me of a
big, wet lasagna noodle.
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As you can probably tell, I'm a proud
member of the third group. I go months
without cleaning my car. Once, I had a
rare species of fruit fly growing in a wine
cooler that somebody left open in my
back seat. I lost my class ring for several
months in the back of my '85 Ford EXP,
and rumor has it that Jimmy Hoffa was in
the trunk of my second car.
They build those self-service car
washes for people like me. You know
what I'm talking about, the car washes
that take a dollar and a half in quarters,
b~t you get to play with the high pressure
hose. That alone is worth a buck. Blasting
those love bug guts off with a pressurized
hose strong enough to cut glass makes my

day.
The new thing now is the car wash you
can pay for at the pump, along with your
-gas. That's right up my alley. You don't
even have to get out of the car for that
one. But the best thing is the dryer that
sounds ,like a jet engine. You feel the windows rattle as that baby passes over you.
Now that's excitement. Okay, I lead a
sheltered life, but I take what I can get.
Anyway, I can't justify ~pending several
hours cleaning something that's just
gonna get messed up again during some
sloppy Florida rainstorm. Or sprayed with
that recycled water that everybody uses to
water their lawn. They call it gray water.
I've never seen gray water, but I know
you can't drink it, so you know it isn't
good for your paint job. ·
I do admire people who wash their cars
and those who pay somebody to do the
job for them. But until they start paying
me to make you laugh, I'll have to suffer
and wash my own car. Then again, it
·looks like it's about to rain. I'll do it tomorrow. I promise.

THE CROW'S NEST

eludes all your regular commitments including classes, meetings, jobs, meals and
conunuting time.
• Set aside time for recreation, exercise
and for adequate sleep.
• Identify available blocks of study time.
Keep your biological rhythms in mind as
you set up your study schedule. If you are
a "morning person" don't expect to study
productively late last night. Make good use
of daytime breaks between classes.
• Schedule review time inunediately
after lecture classes and inunediately before class discussions.
• Find a quiet, well-lit place to study and
eliminate distnictions. Unplug the phone
and ask your family to not interiupt you.
Better yet, find a special place such as a li-

brary carrel or an empty classroom where
your friends won't be able to find you.
Aim for a study space that encourages
concentration as opposed to relaxation
(i.e., don't try to study in bed). Have all
the material you need within arm's reach,
and eliminate any clutter that will distract
you from your assignment.
• Remember the 80/20 rule: 80 percent
of the value of doing a list of tasks comes
from doing the most important 20 percent
of those tasks.
Finally, monitor your progress on a
weekly basis and adjust your study time
accordingly. Remember to reward yourself
for accomplishing your goals and let yourself enjoy the satisfaction of being prepared and getting good grades.

MENDENHALL
continued from page 4.
aged business development in blighted
urban areas through tax incentives was
one. The expansion of home ownership by
allowing public housing to be bought by
the occupants was another.
In 1993, Kemp co-founded Empower
America along with William Bennett,
Jeane Kirkpatrick and Vin Weber. Empower America is a foundation dedicated
to expanding freedom and democratic capitalism; promoting policies to expand economic growth and entrepreneurship for
our nation; and advancing social policies
which empower people, not government
bureaucracies.
Kemp is a very effective speaker. He
will, however, have his work cut out for
him.
·
His most important task will be. to get
the rest of America excited about the Republican vision for the future. Dole and
Kemp both believe in lower taxes for both
individuals and businesses, allowing for
non-inflationary, "real" growth in our
economy. With consumer confidence in
today's economy very high, this may be a
hard sell.
We should all be proud of our commu-nity and our University for seeking out
and obtaining this historic event. Bring on
the debate and may the best man win!

yboro

821-5477
121 -7th Avenue South

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 10 am - 6 pm
Saturday 11 am - 3 pm

CLUBJ &
OR<IANIZATIONS
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
Our semester Film Fest begins October 8 at
4:30 PM in COQ 218. Everyone is invited
and refreshments will be served. Call Advisor
Dr. Sokolovsky at 893-9514 for more information.
ARTS & SCIENCES HONOR SOCIETY
If you are an Arts & Sciences major with 12
USF completed credits and a 3.5 GPA, you
qualify to belong to the Arts & Sciences
Honor Society. Call 893-91S7 or stop by
COQ200.
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK
STUDENTS
Join us Saturday, October 19, II :30 AM in
the CAC for guest speaker Lorian S.
Williams, founder and owner of Chaslo Enterprises. For more information on this
event or ABS, visit the Project Thrust office
in Davis I09, call 893-9108, or e-mail
ABS@bayflash.stpt.usf.edu.Visit our web site
at http://bayflash.stpt.usf.edu/abs
BABY CLUB
This is a new club for new moms to co-op
babysitting, baby needs and support. Call
Nicole Golden at 360-1702.
LEGALIS LAW CLUB
All majors welcome. Meetings are Thursdays
at S PM in Davis 239. For more information,
contact Neil Price at S08-S369 or send email to nprice@bayflash.stpt.usf.edu
SAIL CLUB
Sail Club will race in Gainesville's "Saisa Fall
Women's Dinghys" on October 19 and 20.
Club meetings are held every other Friday at
S:30 PM at the Bayboro Cafe and new members are always welcome. Improve your sailing skills or learn to sail! For more info, contact Steve Lang at 893-9S72.
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS
The campus chapter of SPJ is now accepting
new members. Membership applications and
information are available from Phil DiVece,
821-6307 or divece@bayflash.stpt.usf.edu
STUDENT ACCOUNTING &
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
Meetings are Wednesdays, 12 - I PM in Davis
I 02. Dan Mahoney from the Institute of
ManagementAcCI
' ing will speak on October 16. (There i~ wiJJfleting October 9.)
For more info, call John Garner, 822-4349.
Our web site: http://bayflash.stpt.usf.edu/sabo
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Meeting are October 9, November 6,and
December 4. Join us for our Scholastic Book
Fair November S, 6 & 7.

To publish clubs & organizations infonnation, submit entries in writing to The
Crow's Nest in the Campus Activities
Center.

FOR JALE
1990TOYOTA CAROLLA
Good condition, red, new tires, 93K, automatic, cold ale, runs great, good economical
~nsportation $3,9SO. Call Todd, S78-8468.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HILLS RIVER CANOE TRIP
Sign up now for a four-hour trip down the
Hillsborough River on October 26, I0 AM 2 PM. $10 fee includes equipment, drinks and
a guide. Enrollment is limited to 14 people.
Call 893-9S97.
SELF EXPRESSION AND PERSONAL
GROWTH THROUGH ART
Explore the connections among creativity,
self-understanding and self-acceptance. Two
sessions: October I I and 18, I - S PM. Register now in the Counseling & Career Center,
893-9129, DAV liS.
EFFECTIVE TEST TAKING
Learn how to best prepare for exams. Thursday, October 3, 4 - 6 PM, Counseling & Career Center, 893-9129, DAV 115.
REDUCING TEST ANXIETY
Learn techniques that lower anxiety and enhance concentration during exams. Thursday,
October I0, 4 - 6 PM. Register now in the
Counseling & Career Center, 893-9129, DAV
115.
RESUME CRITIQUING
Have a draft of your resume critiqued. Thursday, October 3, 4 - 6 PM, Counseling & Career Center, 893-9129, DAV liS.
ORIENTATION TO ON-CAMPUS
RECRUITING
An explanation of the procedures for participating in on-campus employment interviewing, resume referral, computerized jobline,
and other placement related services. Thursday, October 3 and Monday, October 14, S6 PM, Counseling & Career Center, 8939129, DAV liS.
INTERVIEWING SKILLS II
For the experienced job hunter. Review past
interviewing experiences, practice answering
often-asked questions, and d[scuss dealing
with "sticky'' personal questions. Monday, October 7, 5 - 6 PM. Register now in the Counseling & Career Center, 893-9129, DAV 115.
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Answers to page 9 crossword.

EMPLOYMENT
PHONE/CASHIER WANTED
Part-time phone/cashier wanted to work
approx. 9:30AM - I :30 PM, Mon - Fri.
Drug-free work place. For more info call:
894-1944, Lonni's Gourmet Deli, 133-1 st
St. N. St. Pete.
BAYOU RESTAURANT & BAR
Now taking applications for kitchen, restaurant & bar positions. In person only: 16-2nd
Street N. St. Pete.
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT REP
Earn a IS% stipend while interacting with
local business owners. Call Crow's Nest Advertising Manager Rob Hyypio at SS331 13, or e-mail a response to
nest@bayflash.stpt.usf.edu
PRdCTORS NEEDED
The Student Affairs office has an urgent
need to hire individuals who can proctor
examinations. $4.6S/hour. Call 893-9162 or
see Joneen in Davis I 18.

BUY

ITt
JELL

ITt
SEE

DRIVER NEEDED
S days/week for middle school student. Rio
Vista/Riviera area of St. Pete to Central
Ave. & 49th St. N. Decent remuneration.
Please call Linda, 5 77-139 5, if you are reliable and live in this area.

ITt

CAC STAFF ASST NEEDED
Campus Activities Center is looking for
stud~nt workers. $4.'15/hour to start. I 0 to
20 hours/week, flexible schedules. Call 8939596, ask for jason Cegielski.

DO

JOBS • JOBS • JOBS
FIT, Prr and temp positions are listed in the
Counseling & Career Center's Resource Library, Davis I 12.

SERVICES
TYPING SERVICE
Fast and accurate, using sophisticated software, producing great looking papers by
laser printer. Research/term papers, resumes,
brochures, flyers, and much more. just Call'n'
Ask S47-9290. Reasonable rates!
HOUSEKEEPING
Nook & Cranny Housekeeping will make
your home sparkle! Weekly, bi-weekly,
monthly and seasonal service available. Call
Amy Stanley at 82~6347.
DISCOUNTED TICKETS
Busch Gardens,Adventure lsland,AMC
Movie Theaters and Florida lnt'l museum
tickets are available at the CAC at a substantial discount to the campus community.
THE WRITE SERVICE
Let me make you look good. Resumes, research papers, letters, ads and brochures by
The Write Service. Professional word processing, IS years experience, Macintosh and
laser printer quality. Reasonable rates. Editing, grammar and spell check. Call 821-0428.

ITt
...
TO PLACE AN AD
Submit your ad in writing to The Crow's Nest
office at least ofle week before press date.
All classified ads are payable in advance.
Checks should be made payable to the University of South Florida. Personal checks
should include a Driver's License number
written on the check.

RATEJ
Single issue rate is $2.50 for 30 words or
less; additional words are I 0¢ each. Refunds
will not be issued after ad and payment are
received. Classified ads are free for USF students, staff and faculty.

The Crow·s Nest reserves the right to correctly classify, edit, reject or cancel any advertisement.
L-----------------------------------------------------~
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Wednesday Jam at the USF Coffeehouse presents: HOSANNA GOSPEL SINGERS
October 2 • S to 7 PM • Bayboro Cafe
Enjoy $2 mugs and 25c refills while listening to the hand-clapping, soul-reaching music of the Hosanna Gospel Singers.

Lecture: ONE NIGHT IN MALLORCA .by Charles Larsen
Monday • October 7 • 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM • CAC 109
Larsen gives an overview of the western occult and shares personal experiences had on the Mediterranean island of Mallorca.

Tuesday Movie Madness: HEAT
October 8 • 10 AM, 1 PM & 4 PM • CAC 109
Enjoy free popcorn and 25c drinks while watching this contemporary crime thriller.

Lecture: WHAT A PAIN IN THE NECK! by Charles Larsen
Monday •

Octob~r

14 • 11:30 AM

w

12:30 PM • CAC 109

Voodoo dolls and Afro-Caribbean religions which have had an influence in the US. will be reviewed as well as St. Pete hauntings.

Lecture/Slides: FARM WORKER WOMEN IN CENTRAL FLORIDA by Davida Johns
Tuesday • October 1 S • 11 :30 AM - 12:30 PM • CAC 133
Part of her Women at Work" series, photographer Johns depicts women living and thriving in formerly male-dominated roles.
"Through the adversities these women face shines a resolve to not only survive, but succeed. All of us can be inspired." -Johns

Wednesday Jam at the USF Coffeehouse presents: CLYDE WALKER
October 16 • S to 7 PM • Bayboro Cafe
Enjoy $2 mugs and 25c refills while listening to fingerstyle guitarist. singer &

In o
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Afour-port lecture series on the occult
Mondays in October, by Charles larsen
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